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For the company that recharges the corporate fleet 
For charging at work...or during holidays, at your hotel 
For those who have an electric car and don’t want to depend 
on always charging on the road. 

Every product for 
recharge that we make, 
is what we would have 
wanted to find in the market. 
That’s how Silla Industries 
was born and this is the 
promise that we want to 
keep to you as well.  

From electric drivers 
For electric drivers

We have 
the solution for you 
and it is:

Made in Italy

Easy to use and install

Safe 

Stackable

Future Proof



SILLA’S SOLUTIONS

PRISM SOLAR S

With all the features that have made Prism Solar so popular but 
equipped with a socket instead of cable and connector. 
Type 2S plug with shutter for maximum safety of use. 
Optional GSM connectivity.

PRISM BASIC

EV 230V charger with load balancing sensor and protective RCD 
for maximum safety of use. Single-phase 7.4kW with a 5m cable. 
Upgradable later on to the Prism Solar version thanks to the Smart 
Cover (optional).

PRISM SOLAR

The acclaimed Prism charging station with solar energy manage-
ment, RFID reader and Horeca function for public establishments. 
Single-phase and three-phase, 7.4 to 22 kW. 
OCPP 1.6, API, MQTT and connectivity via ethernet or WiFi.

ENERGY HUB 149

The unified energy resource management center for a home or small 
office: solar inverter, grid inverter, storage, EV charging station, 
router, UPS function.

FOR PRIVATE AND SEMI-PUBLIC LOCATIONS
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TOTEM 

Floor or wall mounting, available in versions with 2 Type 2S sockets with shutter or 
with cables and connectors, offers two AC outlets of 22kW each. 
OCPP, RFID, GSM (optional), MID (optional), Display for access and verification mana-
gement of charging sessions.

DUKE44

The bidirectional DC charger designed for the V2H and V2G, 
equipped with two CCS2 outputs of 22 kW each or 1 x 44kW 
when only one output is in usage. 
Metal enclosure, display, OCPP 1.6, RFID and full connectivity.

FOR PRIVATE AND SEMI-PUBLIC LOCATIONS
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